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Abstract: In this work, we explore a new method for controlling fluid transport rate on paper-based
analytical devices that enables both the delay and the acceleration of fluid flow. The delays were
incorporated by wax printing linear patterns of variable width within the flow channel and melted to
penetrate the paper. In this manner, the surface tension of the fluid decreases while its contact angle
increases, causing a pressure drop along the fluid path that reduces capillary flow. The acceleration
of flow was accomplished by overlaying hydrophobic stripes (prepared by wax printing and melting
the wax) on the hydrophilic path (top or top–bottom). In this manner, the fluid was repelled from
two dimensions (vertical and applicate), increasing the flow rate. The combination of these methods
on the same devices could adjust wicking time in intermediate time internals. The method enabled a
wide timing of fluid transport, accomplishing a change in wicking times that extended from −41% to
+259% compared to open paper channels. As a proof of concept, an enzymatic assay of glucose was
used to demonstrate the utility of these fluid control methods in kinetic methods of analysis.

Keywords: paper-based analytical devices; wax-printed barriers; fluid control; delay and acceleration
of fluid flow; enzymatic assay of glucose

1. Introduction

Paper-based devices have been attracting increasing attention as a platform for fab-
ricating microfluidic devices that can be used to perform on-site testing at the point of
need (e.g., environment, agriculture/aquaculture, food quality, public safety) or point of
care (e.g., at the bedside, in remote healthcare units, medical self-testing) [1–3]. The main
advantages of paper, in comparison with other materials such as silicone, plastics and
glass, are (a) that it is readily available, at low cost; (b) the high surface area to volume
ratio; (c) the spontaneous, capillary-force-driven flow of liquids without external energy
sources; and (d) the fibrous nature that allows reagents to be stored dry and reactivated
upon rehydration [2,3]. These properties have been used for the development of analytical
assays in two main modalities [4,5]. The first is spot analysis where the sample is placed
on the paper device and reactions with the appropriate reagents occur within a specific
area or vertically oriented areas in contact with each other, isolated with hydrophobic
barriers without horizontal wicking of the fluids [6–10]. The second mode involves the
wicking of the sample liquid into pre-defined channels where various reagents have been
added and dried to perform additional reactions before detection (masking of interferences,
derivatization or complexation, enzymatic reactions, electrochemical detection, etc.) in a
specific sequence [11–14]. The main challenge in flow-through methods is to control fluid
transport rate so that chemical reactions occur in a controllable and reproducible manner
that ensures the accuracy and the precision of the analytical results.

The necessity to regulate fluid transport in paper-based devices has led to the develop-
ment of various techniques that rely either on active or passive fluid control [15]. Active
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fluid control systems employ mechanical valves connected to an external energy source to
control the flow of liquids [15,16]. Such systems enable an accurate manipulation of fluid
transport rate, but they are difficult to design and require external microequipment. On the
other hand, passive fluid control can be embedded in paper devices and adjust the fluid
flow rate without external energy input. This can be accomplished either by changing the
dimensions of the microfluidic channel (i.e., width and length), a technique that provides
limited capabilities of fluid control, or by using more advanced methods such as chemi-
cal modification of the paper surface (e.g., hydrophobic modification, water-dissolvable
polymers or sugars) or mechanical methods such as laser writing, paper crafting and en-
closed channels [1,2,4,15–17]. Most of these methods mainly accomplish the delay of fluid
wicking on paper, but some can also accelerate fluid transport rate (e.g., paper crafting,
fully enclosed paper channels). Therefore, to accomplish fluid acceleration and delay in
different parts of the same device, several methods must be applied. However, each of these
methods requires different equipment, has certain specifications that may not be compatible
with other modification methods, and involves different fabrication procedures of variable
complexity. The adaptation of many fluid control techniques in microfluidic channels
is an intricate undertaking that requires advanced technological skills, multiple devices
and processing steps, and delicate control of the fabrication procedure to ensure that each
modification does not interact with the precedent or succeeding fabrication process and
is compatible with the detection reagents. Therefore, a single method that can be used to
incorporate a variety of fluid velocity controls to control wicking over a wide temporal
range without the need for different procedures or apparatus would be desirable.

In this work, we report a new method of passive fluid control on paper-based microflu-
idic devices (µPADs) mediated only by wax printing that can be used to accomplish both
the delay and the acceleration of fluid transport on paper surfaces. First, we describe the
fabrication of fluid barriers that could decelerate the wicking rate of fluids by wax printing
line barriers of variable width at different positions inside the fluid path (onset or end of
fluid flow), heated to transversely penetrate through the width of the paper. Then, we
report methods for accomplishing fluid acceleration by wax printing paper strips, heated
to create a fully hydrophobic paper tape and overlayed on the hydrophilic zones of the
paper devices (on top or top–bottom) to create one- or two-ply enclosed paper devices.
Finally, we demonstrate, as a proof of principle, the application of these fluid controls in a
paper-based kinetic enzymatic assay of glucose.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fabrication of Paper-Based Devices with Wax-Printed Delays and Accelerators

A flow chart summarizing the technical procedure for the fabrication of the devices
is presented in Figure S1. First, we prepared the µPADs using a Xerox Phaser 8560DN
printer (Xerox Corporation, Norwalk, CT, USA.) by depositing solid ink on Whatman No. 1
chromatography paper (0.18 mm, 87 g m−2). The µPAD design consisted of a thermometer-
like pattern with a sample deposition reservoir. The device length was 2.3 cm with a
1.91 × 0.25 cm (LxW) hydrophilic channel and a sample reservoir of 0.45 cm diameter
(Figure 1A).

On these µPADs, we printed wax-printed fluidic time delays in two different designs.
The first contained linear delays (one or two) of variable width (0.035–0.175 mm) in two
different configurations: close to the end-point of the flow path and at the starting point,
right after the sample deposition area (Figure 1A). The paper devices were then heated in a
ventilated oven for 2.0 min at 150 ± 5 ◦C to melt the wax. In this manner, the wax melted
and transversely penetrated through the width of the paper to create (a) hydrophobic
barriers bounding the hydrophilic channel and the sample reservoir and (b) hydrophobic
(wax-printed) linear fluid delays in the flow channel.
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Figure 1. Paper channels with wax-printed fluid delays and accelerators. (A) Top view diagrams
(left side) and cross-section (right side) displaying regular channels as well as wax-printed linear line
delays at the end and the beginning of the fluid flow path. The printed width of the linear delays
(before heating) varied from 0.035 to 0.175 mm. (B) Top view diagrams (upper) and cross-section
(bottom) displaying wax-printed layers placed on top or top–bottom of the regular channels. (C) Top
view diagrams of (upper) and cross-section (bottom) displaying wax-printed layers placed on top or
top–bottom of the channels containing linear wax-printed linear line delays at the end of the fluid
flow path. The printed width of the linear delays (before heating) varied from 0.035 to 0.175 mm.

Fluidic accelerators were prepared by printing rectangular strips of the same dimen-
sions as the hydrophilic channel with the same solid ink on Whatman No.1 paper and
baked to melt the wax and create completely hydrophobic stripes of paper. These layers
were then cut with the Silhouette Cameo cutting tool, placed on the devices (top or top–
bottom) to completely cover the hydrophilic channel, and adhered with an adhesive tape to
ensure tight contact with the hydrophilic channel (Figure 1B) in order to create a duct-like
design. Combined designs containing both fluidic barriers and accelerators were prepared
by combining the above procedures (Figure 1C).

2.2. Fluid Flow Rate Experiments

To investigate the effect of fluid delays and accelerators on liquid delivery time, we
deposited 12 µL of an aqueous methyl red (MR) solution (6× 10−4 mol L−1 in 0.2% ethanol)
in the sample reservoir and allowed it to wick to the end of the device (n = 10). The volume
of liquid was kept constant to ensure that it did not affect the wicking rate. The time
required for the fluid to travel through the entire hydrophilic fluid transport channel was
determined with 2-digit accuracy by video recording the fluid flow.

2.3. Paper-Based Kinetic Enzymatic Assay

The enzymatic assay of glucose with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and glucose
oxidase (GOx) was used to demonstrate the utility of wax-printed fluidic time controls for
performing kinetic assays on paper devices. The assay is based on the ability of GOx to
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selectively oxidize glucose to gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. In the presence of HRP,
the hydrogen peroxide can oxidize the colorless oxygen acceptor o-dianisidine to give a
brown oxidation product, the intensity of whose color is proportional to the amount of
glucose. Four µPADs with different fluid delays and accelerators were prepared (Figure 2),
instead of one device with four channels, to maintain the same design and thus ensure that
the timing of fluid transport in the fluid path and reaction time in the detection zone are
the same as those determined with the methyl red indicator.
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performing a kinetic glucose enzymatic assay.

Based on this rationale, fluid control was accomplished with paper devices that
contained: (a) an open channel without modification, (b) a channel with a 0.035 mm barrier
delay at the beginning of the flow regime, (c) a channel with two overlayed hydrophobic
layers as accelerators and (d) an open groove that was engraved along the fluid path as
described in our previous work [17]. An engraved channel was used because it enabled
the very fast delivery of the fluid to the detection area (almost 50% faster than the use of
2 overlayed layers). In this manner, we could complete the analysis within 2.3 min. Other
combinations of fluid delays and accelerators were also tested, but they required longer
analysis times.

To these devices, 3 × 3 µL of GOx (0.53 mg mL−1, 70000 units) in 1×PBS buffer were
added in the middle of the sample deposition reservoir. After each addition, the solution
was left to dry protected from light exposure. To the hydrophilic paths, 2 × 0.4 µL each of
HRP (1 mg mL−1) in sodium acetate/acetic acid buffer (pH 4) were added with interim
drying between the additions. An aliquot of 0.4 µL of o-dianisidine (5 mg mL−1) in ethanol
was finally added to the detection area and left to dry. To ensure that the reaction time
was reproducibly controlled in each device, a multichannel pipette was used to deposit the
same sample volume (12 µL) simultaneously to all devices. A camera was used to record
a video of the analysis. A video still was cropped 2.3 min after the sample introduction.
Depending on the presence of a fluid delay or accelerator, the reaction time in the detection
zone differed as a function of the fluid transport rate in the channel (Table S1). The mean
grey area intensity in each channel was plotted against time, and the slope of the curves
was used to calculate the reaction rate. The plot of reaction rate vs. glucose concentration
was used to prepare a calibration plot.

3. Results and Discussion

The passive movement of a fluid through the porous paper substrate is driven by
capillary forces and can be categorized as paper wet-out, where the fluid front wicks along
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a dry porous medium, and the fully wetted flow, where fluid transport occurs along a pre-
wetted porous medium [18]. The wet-out process can be modeled by the Lucas–Washburn
equation, which relates wicking length (L) to the square root of time (t) [15,18,19]:

L2 =
γ r cosΘ

2µ
t ⇒ t =

2 µ

γ r cos θ
L2 (1)

where γ is the interfacial surface tension of the liquid, r is the average pore radius of the
paper, θ is the water contact angle on the paper surface and µ is the viscosity of the liquid.
According to Equation (1), the fluid-front velocity decreases with time due to the flow
resistance of the surface of the porous medium [20].

Once the paper is wet or on pre-wet surfaces, Darcy’s law gives the flow rate of the
liquid according to the following formula [15,18,19]:

Q =
k w h
µ L

∆P (2)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, k is the paper permeability, w is the channel width, h is
the paper thickness, θ is the liquid contact angle and ∆P is the pressure difference over the
wetted region, known as Laplace pressure [15,19]:

Pc =
2 γ cosθ

r
(3)

where l is the distance traversed down the channel (m) at time t (s), γ is the interfacial
tension (N m−1), r is the mean capillary radius (m), θ is the fluid contact angle on the paper
and µ is the fluid viscosity (N s m−1).

From Equation (2), it can be inferred that the flow rate can be controlled by changing
the dimensions of the flow path (w, h, L) and by changing the permeability (k) of the paper.
By changing these parameters, several studies have reported the passive control of fluid
transport on paper devices [6,21–23]. Beyond these parameters, the surface tension of the
liquid γ and the liquid contact angle θ also affect the flow rate and the fluid transport time.
Therefore, we reasoned that by changing γ and θ it could also be possible to adjust the
flow rate on paper devices. This was accomplished by printing and heating hydrophobic
barriers along the flow path to change the surface tension of the fluid or by overlaying
hydrophobic layers on the paper devices to adjust the water contact angle or by combining
both.

3.1. Hydrophobic Fluidic Delays for Delaying Fluid Transport

Fluidic time delays were introduced on µPADs by wax printing linear delays of
variable width along the flow direction (Figure 1A). After heating the devices, the width
of the flow path decreased from 0.25 cm to 0.16 cm, due to the lateral spreading of the
wax, while the width of the linear delays also broadened (we could not measure the final
width quantitatively because it was <1 mm), thereby further decreasing the width of the
flow channel. The results of Figure 3 show a measurable reduction in wicking speed with
increasing wax coverage that was accomplished by increasing the width of the barriers, the
number of barriers in the flow regime and both. Compared to the standard open channel
of the same dimensions, wicking time increased from 6 to 70%, as a function of the number
of barriers and their width.

According to the Lucas–Washburn equation (Equation (1)) and Darcy’s law
(Equation (2)), the decrease in flow rate can be explained by the decrease in the surface
tension due to the increase in hydrophobicity in the flow path and the increase in water
contact angle. Therefore, upon contact of the aqueous fluid with hydrophobic surfaces (de-
vice boundaries and barrier delays), an additional resistance force was added that delayed
the fluid transport rate [24].
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When the same linear barriers were printed at the beginning of the flow path, the
wicking time decreased further. Compared to the standard open channel of the same
dimensions, wicking time increased by 40 to 360% as a function of the number of barriers
and their width (Figure 3). Since the geometric specifications of the barriers were the same
(width and number of barriers) as those added at the end of the fluid path, the reduction in
fluid transport rate could only be attributed to the geometric characteristics of the barriers.
At the onset of capillary flow, the average liquid velocity is very small and assumed to
be almost zero [19]. As the fluid leaves the sample deposition area, it comes in contact
with the hydrophobic delay barrier. The water contact angle increases and surface tension
decreases, causing a decrease in capillary pressure (Pc) (Equation (3)). Therefore, the flow
rate decreases (Equations (2) and (3)).

3.2. Hydrophobic Overlays for Accelerating Fluid Transport

Fluid accelerators were prepared by wax printing sheets of paper and heating them
to accomplish full wax coverage. Then, these hydrophobic sheets were placed on top and
on top–bottom of the hydrophilic flow path of the devices with the aid of adhesive tape to
bring the two layers in close contact with the hydrophilic fluid path and cover its upper
surface or fully enclose it. The bar plots of Figure 4 show that these layers accomplished the
acceleration of fluid transport rate from 17% (one top layer) to 41% (one layer at top and
one layer at bottom), corresponding to a decrease in wicking time from ~70 s in standard
open channels to ~57 s and ~41 s, respectively.

According to Newton’s law of flow, the application of stress on a liquid leads to flow
in direct proportion to the amount of stress applied. The overlaying hydrophobic layers
repel the water, forcing it to move along the only favorable route, which is the hydrophilic
fluid path, thus accelerating the flow rate. When two layers are used to fully enclose the
hydrophilic zone, the flow is confined, creating a rectangular hydrophilic duct surrounded
by hydrophobic barriers (top, bottom and sides). Hence, the phenomenon becomes more
intense and movement along the hydrophilic path is greatly enhanced. Importantly, the
evaporation of water is minimized, which further contributes to the higher flow rate. A
conceptual representation of the potential flow regime on these devices is depicted in
Figure S2.
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3.3. Combined Use of Fluidic Delays and Accelerators

The combination of fluidic delays (hydrophobic barriers) and accelerators (hydropho-
bic overlaying sheets) was examined as a tool to manipulate flow rate within narrower time
intervals. To this end, the patterns containing one and two end-point hydrophobic barrier
delays were fully enclosed within two overlaying hydrophobic layers to create a rectan-
gular duct. The wicking times obtained by combining fluidic delays and accelerators, in
comparison to the other fluid regulating patterns examined above, are depicted in Figure 5.
From these bar plots, it can be inferred that intermediate wicking times were achieved,
lying among the wicking times accomplished with hydrophobic delays without overlaying
layers, overlaying layers without barriers, and open channels. Overall, the developed
method offers great flexibility in adjusting the wicking rate over a wide temporal range
that spans from 41 to 250 s as compared to devices with open channels (~70 s) (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. (A) Graph of wicking time as a function of linear line barrier width at the end of fluid
flow enclosed between two hydrophobic layers. (B) Wicking times obtained by combining fluidic
delays and accelerators (combined designs indicated by a dashed box) as compared to fluid delays
and accelerators (without dashed box). 1: two overlaying layers, 2: two overlaying layers with one
end barrier of 0.035 mm width, 3: two overlaying layers with one end barrier of 0.088 mm width, 4:
two overlaying layers with one end barrier of 0.175 mm width, 5: one overlaying layer, 6: regular
(open) channel, 7: two overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.035 mm width, 8: one end barrier
of 0.035 mm width, 9: two overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.088 mm width, 10: two
overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.175 mm width, 11: two end barriers of 0.035 mm width,
12: one end barrier of 0.088 mm width, 13: one end barrier of 0.175 mm width, 14: one start barrier of
0.035 mm width, 15: two end barriers of 0.088 mm width, 16: two end barriers of 0.175 mm width, 17:
two start barriers of 0.035 mm width, 18: one start barrier of 0.088 mm width, 19: two start barriers of
0.088 mm width, 20: one end barrier of 0.088 mm width, 21: two start barriers of 0.175 mm width.
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3.4. Comparison with Similar Methods

The developed method is not the first to create hydrophobic barriers or accelerators in
µPADs with the use of printing. Martinez and co-workers prepared fluidic time delays by
printing wax on the top and bottom of hydrophilic channels to accomplish variable degrees
of coverage, but without subsequent heating to avoid melting the wax and penetrating the
paper. The same group also prepared paper devices that were fully enclosed by several
layers of toner which increased the wicking rate. To compare the effect of these methods on
wicking time with the results obtained in our study, we normalized for the differences in
the design of the devices and their configuration by determining the percentage change in
fluid wicking time required for the fluids to wick a distance of 1 mm and compared the
results with those obtained without modification. The percentage change in wicking rate
for each method is depicted in Figure S3. These bar plots show that wax and toner printing
can be used to accomplish the accurate timing of fluid transport rate on paper devices over
a wide period. The delay of fluid is more easily accomplished (from +0.6 to +283%), while
fluid acceleration can be also achieved over shorter periods ranging from −11.6 to −41%.

3.5. Paper-Based Kinetic Enzymatic Assay

A proof-of-concept kinetic assay was used to demonstrate the utility of fluidic time
delays and accelerators to control the reaction rate on paper devices. Four devices with
variable fluid transport rates were used so that in each device the sample is delivered
at different time intervals in the detection zone. In this manner, the reaction time with
the colorimetric reporter probes (o-dianisidine herein) varies inversely with the fluid
transport rate (i.e., the faster the fluid rate, the longer the reaction time in the detection
zone) (Table S1). For the analysis, the mean grey area intensity of the sensing areas was
recorded for concentrations of glucose from 5 to 20 mM exactly at 138 s after sample
deposition for all sensing channels. The plot of Figure 6 shows a linear increase in reaction
rate with increasing glucose concentration up to 20 mM. A demonstration of the kinetic
paper-based assay for the analysis of a sample containing 7.5 mM of glucose is depicted in
Figure S4 and Video S1. The slope of the curve of Figure S4, which is the rate of reaction,
was used to calculate the concentration of glucose from the inset equation of Figure 6 and
found to be 6.76 mM, corresponding to 90.1% of the true value.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, we developed a simple fabrication method that can be used to control
fluid transport time on paper-based analytical devices over a wide temporal range that
spans from 41 to 256 s. The main advantage of the method is that it uses only wax printing
to prepare either fluidic delays or accelerators on the same device; this is accomplished by
melting wax within the flow channel or by placing hydrophobic sheets of paper on top or
top–bottom of the paper channel, respectively. In this manner, fluid control methods can
be incorporated on paper devices in a single procedure without sophisticated materials,
specialized apparatuses or advanced skills. Moreover, the described approach can combine
both delays and accelerators to accomplish intermediate wicking times, is easily scalable to
mass production and can be combined with other fluid control mechanisms (e.g., hollow or
open channels, printed fluid control). As a proof of principle, the control of fluid wicking
rate was used to develop a simple paper-based kinetic assay based on the enzymatic
oxidation of glucose to H2O2 followed by a colorimetric reaction that was monitored over
time. Considering the large number of kinetic assays, the present method could provide
the basis for further expanding kinetic analytical assays on paper-based devices.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/chemosensors10050155/s1, Video S1: Demonstration of the
kinetic paper-based assay for the analysis of glucose. Figure S1: Schematic illustration of the procedure
for preparing the devices. Figure S2: Conceptual diagram of hydrophobic forces on water that is
responsible for increasing fluid rate on paper; Figure S3: Change (% compared to open channels) in
wicking times obtained by fluidic delays and accelerators (and combinations of them) as compared to
fluid delays and accelerators prepared by other methods. The % change is calculated as the wicking
time required for the fluid to travel a distance of 1 mm compared to the wicking time required for
the fluid to travel a distance of 1 mm obtained in open channels. 1: two overlaying layers, 2: two
overlaying layers with one end barrier of 0.035 mm width, 3: two overlaying layers with one end
barrier of 0.088 mm width, 4: two overlaying layers with one end barrier of 0.175 mm width, 4T:
fully covered channel with 4 layers of toner, 5: one overlaying layer, 6T: fully covered channel with 6
layers of toner, 6: regular (open) channel, 7: two overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.035 mm
width, 8: one end barrier of 0.035 mm width, 9: two overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.088
mm width, 10: two overlaying layers with two end barriers of 0.175 mm width, 11: two end barriers
of 0.035 mm width, 12: one end barrier of 0.088 mm width, 25w: channels with 25% wax covered
(not melted), 13: one end barrier of 0.175 mm width, 14: one start barrier of 0.035 mm width, 50w:
channels with 50% wax covered (not melted), 15: two end barriers of 0.088 mm width, 75w: channels
with 75% wax covered (not melted), 16: two end barriers of 0.175 mm width, 100w: channels with
100% wax covered (not melted), 17: two start barriers of 0.035 mm width, 18: one start barrier of
0.088 mm width, 19: two start barriers of 0.088 mm width, 125w: channels with 125% wax covered
(not melted), 20: one end barrier of 0.088 mm width, 150w: channels with 150% wax covered (not
melted), 175w: channels with 175% wax covered (not melted), 21: two start barriers of 0.175 mm
width, 200w: channels with 200% wax covered (not melted); Figure S4: Kinetic determination of
glucose on paper-based devices using programmable fluid delivery time; Table S1: Fluid transport
time and reaction time on paper devices used for the glucose assay.
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